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An Energetics Assessment of Benzo[a]tetracene and 

Benzo[a]pyrene as Triplet-Triplet Annihilation Emitters

Design, System, Application

Triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) is the conversion of two low-energy triplet excitons 

into one high-energy singlet exciton in organic molecules. Up-conversion (UC) by 

TTA has the potential to increase the efficiency of solar cells by harvesting photons 

with energies below the gap of the absorber. Currently, known TTA emitters are rare, 

the TTA quantum yield (QY) is low, and the anti-Stokes shift of TTA-UC is usually 

small, hindering the practical device application of TTA-UC. We analyze how the 

energies of the excited states involved impact the TTA-UC performance in terms of 

the TTA QY and the anti-Stokes shift. Based on this analysis, we propose energetic 

criteria to assess prospective TTA emitters. These criteria may aid the computational 

discovery and design of new TTA emitters, using first principles quantum mechanical 

simulations based on time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). Utilizing 

this strategy, new chemical families and chemical functionalization may be explored 

to optimize the performance of TTA emitters. The manuscript may potentially 

influence future directions in the search and design of new TTA emitters, which 

would lead to advancements in solar cell efficiency.
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Optical upconversion (UC) of low energy photons into high energy photons enables solar cells to
harvest photons with energies below the band gap of the absorber, reducing the transmission loss.
UC based on triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) in organic chromophores can upconvert photons from
sunlight, albeit with low conversion efficiency. We utilize three energy-based criteria to assess the
UC potential of TTA emitters in terms of the quantum yield (QY) and the anti-Stokes shift. The
energy loss in the singlet pathway of an emitter encounter complex, where a high energy photon
is emitted, determines whether a chromophore may undergo TTA. The energy loss in the triplet
pathway, which is the main competing process, impacts the TTA QY. The energy difference between
the lowest singlet and triplet excitation states in TTA emitters sets an upper bound for the anti-
Stokes shift of TTA-UC. Using the energetic criteria evaluated by time-dependent density fucntional
theory (TDDFT) calculations, we find that benzo[a]tetracene, benzo[a]pyrene, and their derivatives
are promising TTA emitters. The energetics assessment and computer simulations could be used to
efficiently discover and design more candidate high-performance TTA emitters.

1 Introduction
Photovoltaic devices such as solar cells suffer from limited ef-
ficiencies due to spectral losses.1 Photons with energy below
the band gap of the absorber cannot be harvested. Surplus en-
ergy from photons with energy above this threshold is converted
into heat. These transmission and thermalization losses restrain
the conversion efficiency of solar energy.2,3 The former loss of
the sub-band-gap light may be mitigated by optical upconversion
(UC) of two low energy photons into one high energy photon.3–5

Among the UC mechanisms, UC based on sensitized triplet-triplet
annihilation (TTA)2,5–10 in organics is particularly appealing be-
cause it upconverts incoherent light at low intensities, such as
sunlight.4,7

The TTA-UC is accomplished in mixtures of sensitizer and emit-
ter chromophores, as illustrated in Figure 1. A sensitizer absorbs
an incident photon and subsequently converts the lowest singlet
state, S1(S), into a lowest triplet state, T1(S), via inter-system
crossing (ISC). Next, triplet excitons are transferred from the
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sensitizer to the emitter, T1(E), through a Dexter process,8,11–13

triplet-triplet energy transfer (TTET). Two triplet emitters then
interact and undergo TTA, producing one emitter molecule in the
lowest singlet excited state, S1(E), and leaving the other molecule
in its ground state, S0(E). Finally, an upconverted photon is emit-
ted when an emitter singlet decays radiatively. The quantum yield
(QY) of TTA would be 50% if two low energy triplets were up-
converted into one high energy singlet.14 However, there are two
other possible pathways15–17 of an emitter triplet encounter com-
plex,18 as shown in Figure 1(b). In the triplet pathway, an emitter
encounter complex converts into one molecule in a highly excited
triplet state, usually the second triplet excited state, T2(E), and
the other molecule in its ground state. The T2(E) state may fur-
ther decay back into a T1(E) state without producing an upcon-
verted S1(E) state in this pathway. The quintet pathway is usually
inaccessible because the product of an emitter in its quintet state,
Q1(E), is too high in energy. Considering only the singlet path-
way and the competing triplet pathway in Figure 1(b), the overall
statistical limit of TTA QY is only 20%.14,15

The excitation energies of the sensitizer and emitter pair must
meet several requirements, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). The
lowest singlet and triplet excitation energies of the sensitizer
should be nested between those of the emitter, T1(S) > T1(E)
and S1(S)< S1(E). The former enables an energetically downhill
TTET from the sensitizer to the emitter. The latter is required by
the anti-Stokes fluorescence of TTA-UC, which corresponds to the
energy difference between the incident and the upconverted pho-
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the five processes involved in TTA-UC: (1)
absorption, (2) ISC, (3) TTET, (4a) TTA, and (5) fluorescence. The
S and E in the parentheses indicate the sensitizer and emitter. The
incident and upconverted photons are shown in green and purple. (b)
The (4a) singlet, (4b) triplet, and (4c) quintet pathways of an emitter
triplet encounter complex with their spin-statistical probabilities. (c)
excitation energies of an optimal emitter.

tons. The larger the anti-Stokes shift, the wider spectral range
of sub-band-gap photons can be upconverted. In particular, the
performance of TTA emitters is determined by the energy losses
in the singlet and triplet pathways:14,19–23

E loss
T TA,S = 2T1(E)−S1(E) (1)

E loss
T TA,T = 2T1(E)−T2(E) (2)

We previously evaluated the E loss
T TA,S and E loss

T TA,T energies for a set
of 59 molecules including 16 experimentally observed TTA emit-
ters.14 Experimentally observed emitters exhibit a positive E loss

T TA,S
such that the TTA singlet pathway is exothermic. In compari-
son, E loss

T TA,S is verified to be negative in molecules that undergo
singlet fission (SF), the reverse process of TTA.14,24,25 Ideally,
the TTA QY may approach 50% if the triplet pathway is closed
due to a negative energy release, E loss

T TA,T . For most known emit-
ters, the energy release in the triplet pathway is however positive
and larger than the energy release in the singlet pathway, lead-
ing to an energetically more favorable competing triplet path-
way.14 This explains why there are so few known TTA emitters
and why the experimentally observed QY is often only a few per-
cent,6,15 much smaller than the 20% spin statistical limit. This
hinders the application of TTA-UC. The E loss

T TA,S and E loss
T TA,T are thus

the main performance parameters to be evaluated for computa-
tional discovery of new emitters and optimization of their perfor-
mance via chemical functionalization.14,19–22 For example, Based
on its E loss

T TA,S, phenyl-substituted benzothiadiazole has been com-
putationally predicted to be a potential emitter, which was then
validated by experiments.19 Quantum chemical calculations and
machine learning models have been applied in high-throughput
screening of molecular databases in search of candidate emitters

with favorable energy level alignment.23

In addition to a positive E loss
T TA,S and a E loss

T TA,T as negative as
possible, a new energy criterion is utilized in this work to assess
TTA emitters. Achieving a high QY with a large anti-Stokes shift
is critical to TTA-UC applications, but remains a great challenge.
For example, the highest anti-Stokes shift obtained with TTA-UC
to date is only about 1.10 eV.26,27 As shown in Figure 1(a), the
anti-Stokes shift between the incident and upconverted photons
is approximately equal to the energy difference between singlet
states of the sensitizer and emitter, S1(S) and S1(E). Thus, the
anti-Stokes shift is increased by minimizing the energy difference
among S1(S), T1(S), and T1(E) and maximizing the energy differ-
ence between S1(E) and T1(E):

∆EST = S1(E)−T1(E) (3)

The minimization may be achieved by utilizing thermally acti-
vated delayed fluorescence (TADF) chromophores with similar
singlet and triplet energies as sensitizers, S1(S)≈ T1(S),28–32 and
simultaneously an appropriate choice of sensitizer and emitter
pair with similar triplet energies, T1(S)≈ T1(E).14 The maximiza-
tion of ∆EST may be employed as an additional criterion to assess
the ability of emitters to upconvert photons.

The three energy criteria correspond to two requirements of
relative energies of different emitter excitation states. Figure 1(c)
shows the excitation energies of an ideal TTA emitter. First, the
lowest singlet state S1(E) should be lower than, but very close to
double of the lowest triplet state, 2T1(E), such that the positive
energy loss E loss

T TA,S is minimized and ∆EST is maximized together.
Notably, there is an upper bound of the anti-Stokes shift. This is
because ∆EST is smaller than T1(E), as shown in Figure 1(c), and
T1(E) has a lower energy than the incident sub-band-gap photon.
A large T1(E) is necessary to increase the anti-Stokes shift but
narrows the incident photon energy range that can be converted.
Second, T2(E) is expected to be larger than 2T1(E), but is usu-
ally even lower than S1(E) in known TTA emitters.14 Fortunately,
these energy criteria are independent of each other and may be
employed in the screening of TTA emitters for the rational design
of upconvertion materials.23

TTA emitters are organic chromophores, usually polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).4,6,8,13,15,17,33 For example, most
of known emitters are anthracene, pyrene, perylene, and their
derivatives. To discover efficient emitters, we study excitation
energies of some small PAHs consisting of 3, 4, or 5 conju-
gated atomic rings using time-dependent density functional the-
ory (TDDFT).34,35 Three criteria are employed in the energetics
assessment. The E loss

T TA,S determines whether the chromophore
may undergo TTA or SF. The E loss

T TA,T and ∆EST are utilized to
evaluate their UC performance through the TTA QY and anti-
Stokes shift. We computationally identify benzo[a]tetracene (BT)
and benzo[a]pyrene (BPy) as promising TTA emitters. Chemical
modification may further improve their performance. Incorporat-
ing computer simulations as a part of the materials development
pipeline can help achieve optimal performance in TTA-UC.
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2 Methods

All calculations were conducted using version 4.2.0 of the ORCA
code.36 Geometries were optimized using a pairwise dispersion
correction with the Becke-Johnson damping37 and tight SCF con-
vergence criteria. The B3LYP functional38 and def2-TZVP basis
sets were utilized in geometry optimization and TDDFT calcu-
lations. Vertical excitation energies are calculated with the op-
timized ground state geometries because the optical absorption
corresponds to vertical excitations, based on the Franck-Condon
principle. The effect of geometry relaxation on excited states is
usually neglected in TDDFT screening of TTA emitters, owing
to the high computational cost of excited state Hessian evalua-
tions.33 The energy exchange between identical molecules may
be a nearly adiabatic process.13

TDDFT is a formally exact theory, but its predictive power
strongly depends on the choice of approximation for the
exchange-correlation (xc) functional. Commonly used function-
als typically perform well for valence excited states, such as those
of known TTA emitters. However, problems may arise for charge-
transfer (CT) excited states, doubly excited states, valence states
of extended π-systems, and Rydberge states.39 The CT excitation
energies may be underestimated, in particular when using semi-
local xc functionals, because the self-interaction error (SIE) in
DFT causes severe underestimation of the ground state HOMO-
LUMO gaps and destabilizes localized molecular orbitals. This
issue propagates to the TDDFT excitation energies.40–42 In global
hybrid functionals, the effect of SIE is mitigated by mixing a
fraction of exact (Fock) exchange with the semi-local exchange
and correlation. To correct CT excitation energies, the percent-
age of Fock exchange in global hybrid functionals needs to be
very large, such that the results approximate Hartree Fock theory,
which is detrimental to the overall accuracy.42 Range-separated
hybrid functionals improve the accuracy of CT excitations and
the overall spectrum42 by splitting the Coulomb interaction into
a short-range and a long-range component and including a high
fraction of exact exchange in the long range. Recently, range-
separated double hybrid (RSDH) functionals have achieved fur-
ther improvement by including perturbative second-order corre-
lation (PT2) in addition to exact exchange.43,44 The RSDH func-
tionals perform very well for CT excitations.45 For valence excited
states of extended π-systems and Rydberge states, the failure of
standard xc functionals is attributed to the wrong long-range be-
havior that decays faster than 1/r. Asymptotically corrected func-
tionals, which contain 100% exact exchange in the long range,
thus substantially improve excitation energies of valence states of
extended π-systems and Rydberge states.39,41,46 States with sub-
stantial double excitation character are beyond the reach of linear
response TDDFT because there are only singly excited states in
the linear response formalism.39,47,48 This may be solved by al-
lowing the xc kernel to be frequency/energy dependent because
the xc kernel is strongly frequency-dependent close to a double
excitation.39,47,48

Several studies have benchmarked the performance of TDDFT
with different exchange-correlation functionals.49–51 Some have
focused specifically on TTA sensitizers and emitters.33,52 Of the

hybrid generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals,
hybrid meta-GGA functioanls, and range-separated hybrid func-
tionals, the B3LYP functional has been shown to perform consis-
tently well for singlet and triplet excitation energies of represen-
tative sensitizers and emitters.33 A redshift mean average error
of 0.09 and 0.11 eV for S1 and T1 was obtained with the B3LYP
functional, which was smaller than the blueshift of 0.24 and 0.12
eV for S1 and T1 obtained with the range-separated CAM-B3LYP53

functional.33 The Tamm-Dancoff approximation did not improve
the description of singlet and triplet energies of sensitizer/emitter
pairs.33 The accuracy of TDDFT@B3LYP excitation energies has
been verified for other systems by comparison to high level multi-
reference methods and experiments.54,55 In a TDDFT study of
graphene quantum dots, which also considered the solvent ef-
fect,55 the B3LYP functional outperformed other functionals, such
as the CAM-B3LYP53 functional and the LC-ωPBE long-range cor-
rected range-separated hybrid functional.56

An appropriate choice of the xc functional is crucial in or-
der to accurately evaluate the TTA performance metrics of chro-
mophores based on the energetic criteria proposed here. Thus,
we begin by assessing the performance of TDDFT@B3LYP for 15
known TTA emitters, denoted as 1 to 15 in Figure 2. Figure 2

Fig. 2 The lowest singlet (red) and triplet (black) excitation en-
ergies of 15 experimentally observed TTA emitters, calculated with
TDDFT@B3LYP, compared to experimental values extracted from ab-
sorption spectra in solution.17,20,33,57–78 Tabulated experimental values
and the solvents used are reported in the Supplementary Information.

shows a comparison of TDDFT@B3LYP S1 and T1 to experimen-
tal data.17,20,33,57–78 Notably, the experiments were conducted at
finite temperature and in different solvents, whose effects were
not taken into account in our calculations. Overall, the TDDFT
results are in very good agreement with experiments across dif-
ferent chemical families. We note that both the systematic error
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of the B3LYP functional and solvent effects in experiments red-
shift the excitation energies and may contribute to the agreement
in Figure 2. It has been shown that the redshift due to the solvent
effect is negligible in comparison to the influence of the choice of
funtional.79,80 For example, the difference in the absorption en-
ergies of oligopolyfurans observed in the polar solvent, ethanol,
and in the non-polar solvent, benzene, was within 0.06 eV.81

One outlier in Figure 2 is α-sexithiophene (α-6T, 15), whose S1

is underestimated by up to 0.5 eV. The S1 energy of α-6T obtained
here agrees with another TDDFT@B3LYP study.80 This underes-
timation is also present14 when using the alternative approach of
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) within the GW approx-
imation and the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE)82–85. The dis-
crepancy may be attributed to the rotatable bonds between the
thiophene rings of α-6T in solution. Bond rotation effectively
breaks the π-conjugation and divides the molecule into smaller
conjugated segments, increasing the energy gap between occu-
pied and virtual orbitals and consequently the excitation energy
observed in experiments,76,77 as shown in the Supplementary In-
formation. Becker et al. experimentally observed a significant
red shift of the absorption maxima of oligothiophenes upon cool-
ing from 298 to 77 K. They ascribed the temperature dependence
to molecular planarity.77 At low temperatures, there is greater
average planarity among thiophene rings, which is closer to the
optimal planar geometry in the excited state. Therefore, the verti-
cal excitation populates a lower vibronic level of the excited state.
Notably, the experimental absorption maximum in Figure 2 was
measured at 77 K. Upon decreasing the temperature further, to-
wards 0 K, the experimental observation may further decrease,
becoming closer to the calculated value. Overall, based on the
results presented here, and considering the very small systematic
redshift of the B3LYP functional and the negligible solvent effect,
we are confident that the TDDFT@B3LYP method is sufficiently
accurate for the comparative assessment of prospective TTA chro-
mophores.

3 Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows the calculated E loss

T TA,T as a function of E loss
T TA,S for

small graphene flakes consisting of 3, 4, or 5 conjugated aromatic
rings (16 to 29, arranged by molecular size), benzo[a]pentacene
(BP, 30), and four experimentally observed TTA emitters. Exper-
imentally observed emitters are indicated in red. In rubrene, the
TTA singlet pathway is experimentally known to be approximately
isoergic, E loss

T TA,S ≈ 0.86 This is reproduced in TDDFT@B3LYP cal-
culation with a small underestimation of 0.17 eV. Therefore,
E loss

T TA,S = −0.17eV , indicated by a vertical line in Figure 3, is
considered as the lower bound for the singlet pathway to be
open. Molecules with E loss

T TA,S greater than rubrene are candidate
TTA emitters. Otherwise, they may be more likely to undergo
SF. There is no upper bound for E loss

T TA,S, however the conver-
sion efficiency of solar energy decreases as the energy loss in-
creases. E loss

T TA,T = E loss
T TA,S is indicated by a dashed line in Fig-

ure 3. Molecules below this line are preferred for TTA-UC be-
cause the main competing triplet pathway is energetically less
favorable than the singlet pathway and therefore they are ex-
pected to have a higher QY. The E loss

T TA,T for rubrene obtained with

Fig. 3 The energy loss in the triplet pathway, E loss
T TA,T , vs. the energy loss

in the singlet pathway, E loss
T TA,S, obtained from TDDFT@B3LYP calcula-

tions. Experimentally observed TTA emitters are indicated in red. The
vertical line is E loss

T TA,S =−0.17eV . The dashed line is E loss
T TA,T = E loss

T TA,S.

TDDFT@B3LYP is -0.37 eV, slightly smaller than the experimental
value of -0.074 eV observed in toluene.86,87 This discrepancy may
stem from the effects of temperature, solvent, and conformational
flexibility in experiments, as well as the choice of approximation
for the exchange-correlation functional in the calculations. Over-
all, the computational results are reliable, especially for qualita-
tive trends among different molecules.

In Figure 3, the singlet pathway of the experimentally observed
emitters, anthracene, pyrene, and perylene, is exothermic due to
a positive E loss

T TA,S. Most of the small PAHs considered here have
a E loss

T TA,S larger than rubrene and are thus candidate emitters.
Pentacene, which is a well known SF material, and BP, have a
smaller E loss

T TA,S than rubrene. The E loss
T TA,S of tetracene, a known

SF chromophore, is very close to rubrene. This explains why TTA
has also been observed for tetracene in solutions and solids.88 In
molecules, the S1 state is usually dominated by the transition from
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest un-
occupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Although the T2 state may be
dominated by other transitions, its excitation energy also depends
largely on the gap between occupied and virtual orbitals, simi-
larly to S1. Consequently, E loss

T TA,T generally increases with E loss
T TA,S

in Figure 3. The triplet pathway is typically open together with
the singlet pathway in emitters because the T2 state is not likely to
be much higher than S1 in energy. The experimentally observed
emitters rubrene, perylene, and anthracene stand out as having
approximately the same energy loss in the singlet and triplet path-
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ways. Pyrene and most of the other prospective TTA emitters
studied here have a relatively high E loss

T TA,T and are therefore ex-
pected to have a lower QY. Finding a chromophore whose triplet
pathway is energetically less favorable than its singlet pathway or
ideally closed, is thus extremely challenging.

The TTA energetics have a strong dependence on the proper-
ties of chemical families and molecular size. for example, within
the acene family, rubrene, which is a derivative of tetracene,
may undergo SF or TTA in different states of matter and en-
vironments.6,89–91 Pentacene and its derivatives are quintessen-
tial SF materials24,92–94, whereas anthracene and its derivatives
are known TTA emitters.6,9,15,95 This is because the E loss

T TA,S ex-
hibits an inverse dependence on the length of the acene back-
bone.14,24,96,97 As shown in Figure 3, as the molecular length in-
creases, the E loss

T TA,S decreases from a positive value for anthracene,
to approximately zero for tetracene and rubrene, to a negative
value for pentacene. This trend of TTA energetics as a function of
molecular size is also found in benzo[a]anthracene (BA, 18), BT,
and BP in Figure 3. Based on energetic criteria, we identify BP as
a potential SF chromophore, possibly rivalling pentacene in terms
of energy conversion efficiency, thanks to a smaller energy loss.
Similar to BP, the E loss

T TA,S of BT and BA are also shifted to higher
energy compared to tetracene and anthracene. BA has already
been computationally studied as a prospective TTA emitter.33,52

However, its E loss
T TA,S is larger than experimentally observed emit-

ters. This means that even if it does undergo TTA, it is unlikely
to be useful for practical applications, owing to a low conversion
efficiency. Our energetics assessment shows that BT is a more
promising candidate, thanks to a smaller energy loss in its singlet
pathway, E loss

T TA,S, and a smaller energy loss in the triplet path-
way relative to the singlet pathway, E loss

T TA,T −E loss
T TA,S. The energet-

ics of BT are very close to perylene, which is a well-known TTA
emitter. We note that phenanthrene (16) has a similar molecu-
lar geometry to BA, BT, and BP, but has the largest energy losses
in both singlet and triplet pathways. Despite the structural sim-
ilarity, its electronic properties, such as the molecular orbitals,
are significantly different from BA, BT, and BP, as shown in the
Supplementary Information. Another potential TTA emitter re-
vealed in Figure 3 is BPy. Its E loss

T TA,S and E loss
T TA,T are between

those of anthracene and pyrene. Other chromophores considered
here (21 to 23 and 25 to 29) are concentrated in the region of
0.77eV < E loss

T TA,S < 1.39eV and 1.03eV < E loss
T TA,T < 1.90eV , where

the energy losses are too high, corresponding to a low solar en-
ergy conversion efficiency. Therefore, of the small PAHs in Figure
3, BT and BPy are the most promising. Their energy release in
the singlet and triplet pathways are comparable to those of ex-
perimentally observed emitters and superior to BA, which was
previously proposed computationally.

The electronic and excitonic properties of anthracene,
tetracene, pentacene, BA, BT, and BP are similar. Figure 4 shows
the density functional theory (DFT) energies of the HOMO-LUMO
gaps. Visualizations of the HOMO and LUMO are also shown.
The DFT@B3LYP HOMO-LUMO gap decreases from 3.57 eV in
anthracene through 2.76 eV in tetracene to 2.19 eV in pentacene.
The gap narrowing stems from the extended π-conjugation length

of the frontier orbitals.24,98,99 The benzene substitution on the
terminals of BA, BT, and BP has a very limited effect on the spa-
tial distribution and energies of frontier orbitals. The HOMO and
LUMO are slightly extended to the additional benzene ring, leav-
ing the charge distribution on the acene segment unchanged. The
HOMO-LUMO gap decreases from 3.74 eV in BA through 2.93 eV
in BT, to 2.34 eV in BP. Compared to the unsubstituted acenes,
the HOMO-LUMO gaps of BA, BT, and BP increase by less than
0.20 eV. This small energy difference leads to slightly larger ex-
citation energies of BA, BT, and BP than anthracene, tetracene,
and pentacene in Figure 5 and further contributes to the shift of
E loss

T TA,S and E loss
T TA,T to higher energies in Figure 3. A computational

study has found that BT exhibits a high charge transfer rate and
is more stable than its acene analogue, pentacene, benefiting de-
vice applications.100 As shown in Figure 5, the trends in S1, T1,
and T2 track the change in the ground state energy gap between
occupied and virtual orbitals. One outlier is the T2 energy of BA,
which is 0.29 eV lower than S1, owing to different transitions in-
volved as shown in the Supplementary Information. This leads to
the triplet pathway being more energetically favorable than the
singlet pathway for BA, which is detrimental to TTA. In compari-
son, the prospective TTA emitter, BT, is superior to BA thanks to
very close S1 and T2 excitation energies.

The excitation energies of chromophores may be modulated
by chemical functionalization.19,24,101 We turn to investigating
the effect of chemical modification on the TTA energetics of BT
and BPy. Three side-groups of methyl (Me), tert-butyl (tBu), and
phenyl (Ph) are considered. Substituted BT and BPy, denoted as
BT-2R and BPy-3R (R = Me, tBu, or Ph), are illustrated in Figure
6(a). Figure 6(b) shows the E loss

T TA,S and E loss
T TA,T for BT, BPy, their

derivatives, compared to four experimentally observed emitters.
The addition of side-groups decreases the energy losses in the sin-
glet and triplet pathways for BT and BPy. Specifically, the E loss

T TA,S
of BT decreases slightly in BT-2Ph and BT-2Me and by more than
0.40 eV in BT-2tBu, to the extent that BT-2tBu is located to the
left of rubrene, in the SF range. The E loss

T TA,S of BPy also decreases
in BPy-3Ph, BPy-3Me, and BPy-3tBu, but they still have a larger
E loss

T TA,S than BT and its derivatives. For both the BT and BPy se-
ries, the tBu group exhibits a stronger ability of reducing energy
losses than Me and Ph groups. This effect of tBu substitution
is also observed in known TTA emitters. For example, the tBu
substituted perylene, 2,5,8,11-tetra-tert-butylperylene, exhibits a
smaller E loss

T TA,S and E loss
T TA,T than perylene.14 The E loss

T TA,T −E loss
T TA,S

for BT, BPy, and their derivatives is larger than rubrene, perylene,
and anthracene, but smaller than pyrene. Although the energy
losses in singlet and triplet pathways of BT and BPy may be ef-
fectively reduced to improve the energy conversion efficiency by
chemical modification, decreasing E loss

T TA,T −E loss
T TA,S is difficult. In-

terestingly, the Ph substitution reduces E loss
T TA,T for BPy by more

than 0.10 eV with a negligible change of E loss
T TA,S. For a TTA emit-

ter that exhibits a very small positive E loss
T TA,S and E loss

T TA,T , chemical
modification may energetically close the triplet pathway, leaving
the singlet pathway open.

The minimization of E loss
T TA,S and maximization of ∆EST may be

achieved simultaneously, as shown in Figure 1(c). Figure 6(c)
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Fig. 4 The HOMO-LUMO gaps, obtained with DFT@B3LYP, and visualizations of frontier orbitals of anthracene, tetracene, pentacene, BA, BT, and
BP.

Fig. 5 The HOMO-LUMO gaps and S1, T1, and T2 excitation energies
of anthracene, tetracene, pentacene, BA, BT, and BP.

shows the ∆EST of BT, BPy, and their derivatives, compared to
four experimentally observed emitters, as a function of E loss

T TA,S.
Although in general E loss

T TA,S and ∆EST are independent of each
other, for the four experimentally observed emitters shown here,
molecules with a smaller E loss

T TA,S, happen to have a smaller ∆EST .
In this respect, BT and BPy derivatives functionalized with tBu are
better emitters. The tBu substitution reduces the energy loss of
the singlet pathway for BPy by 0.23 eV without a change of ∆EST .
The BPy-3tBu becomes comparable to perylene in Figure 6(c).
For BT, the tBu substitution decreases E loss

T TA,S and increases ∆EST .
However, BT-2tBu has a slightly smaller E loss

T TA,S than rubrene and
may therefore undergo SF, rather than TTA.

We note that the excitation energies calculated here are for iso-
lated molecules. The chemical environment, i.e., whether the
molecule is in a crystalline or amorphous solid or in solution,
also affects the excitation energies. For example, TTA has been
observed for rubrene in solutions6, whereas the reverse process
of SF has been reported in rubrene crystals89 and amorphous
films.90 Neutral (optical) excitation energies are the difference
between the fundamental gap and the exciton binding energy.
The fundamental energy gap decreases from isolated molecules
to the solid state, owing to the polarization energy of the dielec-

tric screening and is further narrowed by the band dispersion
resulting from electronic coupling between the frontier orbitals
of neighboring molecules.24,102 The exciton binding energy also
differs between isolated molecules and solids due to the differ-
ent spatial distributions of exciton wave-functions. For example,
the excited states of rubrene are valence states for a molecule
in the gas phase, but they may be extended over several neigh-
boring molecules in crystals, exhibiting a large percentage of CT
character.25,103 Therefore, once a promising prospective TTA can-
didate has been identified based on the energetics of an isolated
molecule, further evaluation of the excitation energies should be
performed for known or predicted crystal structures and/or for
potential solvents that could be used in practice. The three ener-
getic criteria suggested here are necessary but not sufficient con-
ditions for TTA to occur with a high QY. Additional considera-
tions may be necessary for practical applications. For example,
the chemical environment in the solid state or in solution should
be conducive to TTET from sensitizers to emitters. The emitters
are additionally required to exhibit weak ISC from S1 to T1 and
strong photoluminescence, such that upconverted singlet excitons
mainly decay radiatively.

4 Conclusion
Experimentally observed TTA emitters are rare and their device
applications are limited by low QY and small anti-Stokes shifts.
We have analyzed the effect of the molecular excitation energies
of TTA emitters on the efficiency of TTA-UC. First, the energy loss
in the singlet pathway E loss

T TA,S determines whether a molecule is a
putative TTA emitter or SF chromophore. A positive E loss

T TA,S is nec-
essary for thermodynamically driving TTA, but a large energy loss
decreases the solar energy conversion efficiency. Second, the TTA
QY is typically low due to the presence of the competing triplet
pathway. Ideally, if the energy loss in the triplet pathway E loss

T TA,T
is negative, i.e., if T2 is larger than 2T1, the triplet pathway is en-
ergetically forbidden. Molecules that meet this requirement are
extremely rare, therefore we search for molecules whose E loss

T TA,T
is smaller than E loss

T TA,S, such that the triplet pathway is less favor-
able than the singlet pathway. Third, in order to harvest as much
as possible of the solar spectrum, the anti-Stokes shift should be
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Fig. 6 (a) Molecular geometries of BT and BPy derivatives. (b) The
energy loss in the triplet pathway, E loss

T TA,T , vs. the energy loss in the singlet
pathway, E loss

T TA,S, obtained from TDDFT@B3LYP calculations. (c) The
energy difference between the lowest singlet and triplet excitation states,
∆EST , vs. the energy loss in the singlet pathway, E loss

T TA,S. Experimentally
observed emitters are indicated in red.

maximized. The anti-Stokes shift cannot exceed the energy dif-
ference between the lowest singlet and triplet states ∆EST , which
should thus be maximized. These criteria establish the energetic
requirements for TTA to occur as efficiently as possible.

We have performed TDDFT@B3LYP calculations for the excita-
tion energies of small PAHs. Most of the chromophores studied
here have an exothermic TTA singlet pathway. However, for most
of these, E loss

T TA,T is larger than E loss
T TA,S, leading to an open compet-

ing triplet pathway and hence a low TTA QY. Discovering a TTA
emitter, whose singlet pathway is energetically much more favor-
able than its triplet pathway remains a challenge. The E loss

T TA,S and
E loss

T TA,T of BT and BPy are close to each other and comparable to
those of experimentally observed emitters. Therefore, BT and BPy
are identified as prospective emitters. Their energy losses in sin-
glet and triplet pathways may be further tuned by chemical mod-
ification. In particular, the tBu side-group tends to significantly
decrease the energy losses in the singlet and triplet pathways and
simultaneously increase the anti-Stokes shifts. The chemical com-
pound space is still largely unexplored. Computer simulations

may help the discovery and design of additional prospective TTA
chromophores based on the energetic criteria proposed here. This
would ultimately help improve solar energy conversion efficiency
by harvesting more of the lower energy range of the solar spec-
trum via upconversion.
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